A megastudy of text-based nudges encouraging patients to get vaccinated at an upcoming doctor’s appointment
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Many Americans fail to get life-saving vaccines each year, and the availability of a vaccine for COVID-19 makes the challenge of encouraging vaccination more urgent than ever. We present a large field experiment (N = 47,306) testing 19 nudges delivered to patients via text message and designed to boost adoption of the influenza vaccine. Our findings suggest that text messages sent prior to a primary care visit can boost vaccination rates by an average of 5%. Overall, interventions performed better when they were 1) framed as reminders to get flu shots that were already reserved for the patient and 2) congruent with the sort of communications patients expected to receive from their healthcare provider (i.e., not surprising, casual, or interactive). The best-performing intervention in our study reminded patients twice to get their flu shot at their upcoming doctor’s appointment and indicated it was reserved for them. This successful script could be used as a template for campaigns to encourage the adoption of life-saving vaccines, including against COVID-19.
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According to a recent poll by the Pew Research Center, only 60% of Americans plan to get a COVID-19 vaccine (1). To make matters worse, past research suggests that many who say they intend to get vaccinated will not follow through (2). Experts have estimated that to reach herd immunity, 60–90% of Americans must be inoculated against the novel coronavirus (3–5). Evidence-based strategies that can be rapidly deployed at scale are urgently needed. Although COVID-19 differs from the flu in many ways, both are deadly respiratory diseases with an available vaccine that many Americans choose not to get. The Centers for Disease Control and Prevention recommends that every American over 6 mo of age receive a flu shot (6) because inoculation typically reduces the chances of contracting the flu by at least 50% (7). However, less than half of Americans were vaccinated during the 2019–2020 influenza season (8), and an estimated 35,000 died from the flu (9).

It may be possible to move the needle on vaccination against the flu (and, hopefully, COVID-19 as well) with simple, low-cost nudges (10). For instance, we know that prompting people to consider and jot down the exact date and time when they will get a flu shot at a workplace clinic makes vaccination more likely (11); that defaulting people into vaccination appointments is effective (12); that mailings designed to leverage behavioral science insights can increase immunization (13); and that simply reminding high-risk individuals to get vaccinated increases inoculation rates (14).

In this paper, we test 19 different nudges delivered to patients via text message, all designed to boost adoption of the flu vaccine.
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Materials and Methods

To identify whether and how text messaging interventions could be used to boost vaccination rates at routine primary care visits, we ran a megastudy—a field experiment in which many interventions developed by different teams of scientists were tested in the same population on the same outcome.

We conducted our study in fall 2020 in partnership with two large health systems in the Northeastern United States: Penn Medicine and Geisinger Health. We included all patients with new or routine (nonstick) primary care appointments at Penn Medicine between September 24, 2020, and December 31, 2020, and at Geisinger Health between September 28, 2020, and December 31, 2020, who met the following eligibility criteria: 1) they had a cell phone number recorded in their electronic health record; 2) they had not opted out of receiving SMS appointment reminders from their healthcare provider or asked not to be contacted for research purposes; 3) they did not have a documented allergy or adverse reaction to the flu vaccine; and 4) they had not yet received a flu shot in 2020 according to their electronic health record.*

Twenty-six behavioral scientists worked in small teams to generate 19 different text messaging protocols. Protocols varied the contents and/or timing of up to two sets of text reminders to get a flu shot sent from the patient’s healthcare provider in the 3 d preceding the patient’s appointment. All intervention message content is included in SI Appendix.

This research was approved by the Institutional Review Board (IRB) at the University of Pennsylvania; the IRB granted a waiver of consent for this research. No identifying information about study participants was shared with the researchers.

We preregistered our megastudy’s design and analysis plan (1): https://aspredicted.org/blind.php?x=qoqa23y, 2: https://aspredicted.org/blind.php?x=q979rn), and then randomized a total of 47,306 patients to one of the 19 experimental conditions designed by team scientists (Nmin = 2,295, Nmax = 2,365, Nmax = 2,397) or a usual care control condition in which we did not send patients any text-based reminders to get a flu vaccine (N = 2,389). All patients received standard appointment reminders (the usual care).

Separately, as described in SI Appendix, we hired a separate sample of 2,214 prolific workers to code subjective attributes (e.g., casualness) of each of the 19 text messaging protocols, and in addition, we classified each on 12 objective attributes (e.g., word count).

Results and Discussion

Patients in our study were an average of 51.9 y of age (SD = 16.3), 43% were male, 70% were white, 47% had been vaccinated in the previous flu season, and 55% were patients at Penn Medicine. As shown in Table S8 in the web appendix (https://osf.io/tucjs/?view_only=c491d37a33840abbdedd-de460176f34), study arms were well-balanced on age, gender, race, health system, and vaccination history (P values from all F tests > 0.05).

Following our preregistration, we evaluated whether participants received a flu shot at the date of their scheduled appointment or in the 3 d leading up to it (i.e., when treatments had begun) using an ordinary least-squares (OLS) regression and pooling data from Penn Medicine and Geisinger. The primary predictors in our regression were 19 indicator variables—one for assignment to each of our study’s 19 experimental conditions (with an indicator omitted for assignment to our study’s usual care control condition). Our preregistered OLS regression included the following control variables: 1) an indicator for being a Penn Medicine patient; 2) patient age; 3) indicators for patient race/ethnicity; 4) indicators for patient gender; 5) an indicator for whether the patient received a flu shot last year; 6) indicators for the type of clinician who saw the patient; and 7) the linear and squared days separating the patient’s target primary care appointment from the start of our study (September 20, 2020, when the first participants were enrolled).

In our usual care control group, 42% of patients received a flu vaccine on the day of their scheduled appointment or in the 3 d before it. As Fig. 1 shows, 6 out of our 19 interventions (32%) produced a statistically significant boost in vaccinations (two-sided unadjusted P values < 0.05), and all of our interventions directionally increased vaccination rates. The 19 treatments boosted vaccination levels by an average of 2.1 percentage points or 5% (P = 0.024), and we cannot reject the null hypothesis that all 19 effects have the same true value (Chi-sq = 21.277, df = 18, P = 0.266). To account for multiple comparisons, we report not only SEs, two-sided P values, and 95% CIs, but also q values (see web appendix at https://osf.io/tucjs/?view_only=c491d37a33840abbdedd-da460176f34). Since each of the six effects significant at α = 0.05 has a q value lower than 0.02, the expected proportion of false positives among estimates at least as extreme as the sixth largest is less than 2% (15). Using the harmonic mean method to compute the meta-analytic P value from our study, we find that the probability of observing the 19 results depicted in Fig. 1 given that they are all true nulls is < 0.005.

The top-performing intervention in our study showed a 4.6 percentage point boost in vaccination (an 11% increase; P < 0.01) at the cost of sending two text messages (less than a dime). Correcting for likely inflation in the largest out of 19 estimates, we calculate a more conservative estimate of the true effect to be a 2.8 percentage point boost in vaccination or a 6.7% increase from baseline (see SI Appendix and web appendix at https://osf.io/tucjs/?view_only=c491d37a33840abbdedd-da460176f34), the first text message in this condition, sent 72 h before the patient’s appointment, noted that “it’s flu season,” “a flu vaccine is available for you,” and “a vaccine reminder” would be sent before the appointment. The second text in this condition, sent 24 h before the appointment, stated simply that “this is a reminder that a flu vaccine has been reserved for your appointment.” This intervention was the top performer among both Penn Medicine and Geisinger patients.

Which attributes correlate best with intervention effectiveness? In post-hoc analyses, we found that interventions performed better when they were 1) framed as reminders to get flu shots that were already reserved for the patient (β = 0.41, P = 0.05), and 2) congruent with the sort of communications patients expected to receive from their healthcare provider (i.e., not surprising, casual, or interactive) (β = 0.48, P < 0.03). See SI Appendix and web appendix (https://osf.io/tucjs/?view_only=c491d37a33840abbdedd-da460176f34) for details on how messages were rated and, next, classified using principal-components analysis. Notably, some of the most artful interventions (e.g., one including a joke about spreading the flu told by a dog to a cat and conveyed in picture form) were among the least effective.

In secondary analyses, we examined how treatment effects differed across different subpopulations studied (see web appendix at https://osf.io/tucjs/?view_only=c491d37a33840abbdedd-da460176f34) for details on how messages were rated and, next, classified using principal-components analysis. Notably, some of the most artful interventions (e.g., one including a joke about spreading the flu told by a dog to a cat and conveyed in picture form) were among the least effective.

In secondary analyses, we examined how treatment effects differed across different subpopulations studied (see web appendix at https://osf.io/tucjs/?view_only=c491d37a33840abbdedd-da460176f34) for details on how messages were rated and, next, classified using principal-components analysis. Notably, some of the most artful interventions (e.g., one including a joke about spreading the flu told by a dog to a cat and conveyed in picture form) were among the least effective.

In secondary analyses, we examined how treatment effects differed across different subpopulations studied (see web appendix at https://osf.io/tucjs/?view_only=c491d37a33840abbdedd-da460176f34) for details on how messages were rated and, next, classified using principal-components analysis. Notably, some of the most artful interventions (e.g., one including a joke about spreading the flu told by a dog to a cat and conveyed in picture form) were among the least effective.

In secondary analyses, we examined how treatment effects differed across different subpopulations studied (see web appendix at https://osf.io/tucjs/?view_only=c491d37a33840abbdedd-da460176f34) for details on how messages were rated and, next, classified using principal-components analysis. Notably, some of the most artful interventions (e.g., one including a joke about spreading the flu told by a dog to a cat and conveyed in picture form) were among the least effective.

Overall, our findings show nudges sent via text messages to patients prior to a primary care visit and developed by behavioral scientists to encourage vaccine adoption can substantially boost vaccination rates at close to zero marginal cost. Our best-performing message, which increased adoption by an estimated 11%, reminded patients twice to get their flu shot at their upcoming doctor’s appointment.

*As preregistered, this analysis consists of data collected through December 31, 2020 (our first study endpoint). However, as noted in our preregistration, we also plan to analyze additional data collected in 2021.

†Note that preregistration 1 makes small updates to preregistration 2, both of which were posted before any data were analyzed.
Flu shot reserved for you (2 texts: 72 hr + 24 hr pre-appointment)
Flu shot reserved for you (2 texts: 72 hr + 15 m pre-appointment)
Reply to receive the flu shot reserved for you (1 text: 6 pm, 1 d pre-appointment)
Video about getting the flu (2 texts: 6 pm, 3 d + 1 d pre-appointment)
Don’t forget to get a flu shot (2 texts: 6 pm, 3 d + 1 hr pre-appointment)
Hard health behavior quiz (1 text: 6 pm, 1 d pre-appointment)
Remember to ask for your flu shot (1 text: 6 pm, 1 d pre-appointment)
Improve the flu shot rate in your region (2 texts: 6 pm, 3 d + 1 hr pre-appointment)
Dedicate your flu shot to a loved one (2 texts: 6 pm, 3 d + 1 hr pre-appointment)
Easy health behavior quiz (1 text: 6 pm, 1 d pre-appointment)
Video about importance of exercise (2 texts: 6 pm, 3 d + 1 d pre-appointment)
Protect yourself by getting a flu shot (2 texts: 24 hr + 15 m pre-appointment)
Vivid video about getting the flu (2 texts: 6 pm, 3 d + 1 d pre-appointment)
Beat the flu shot rate in another region (2 texts: 6 pm, 3 d + 1 hr pre-appointment)
Protect others by getting a flu shot (2 texts: 24 hr + 15 m pre-appointment)
Protect a vulnerable loved one by getting a flu shot (2 texts: 6 pm, 3 d + 1 hr pre-appointment)
Reply to receive the flu shot (1 text: 6 pm, 1 d pre-appointment)
Share a joke about the flu (1 text: 6 pm, 1 d pre-appointment)
Getting a flu shot is an easy way to be healthy (1 text: 6 pm, 1 d pre-appointment)

Fig. 1. Regression-estimated increase in flu vaccinations induced by each of our 19 interventions compared to a usual care control at Penn Medicine and Geisinger. Whiskers depict 95% CIs. As indicated in parentheses, some messages were sent at 6 PM, 1 and/or 3 d before an appointment, while others were sent a predetermined number of hours before an appointment (e.g., 72 h).

Data Availability. A web appendix, aggregated data, and analysis scripts have been deposited in the Open Science Framework (https://osf.io/tucjs/?view_only=c491df37a33840abbdedd4a6e0176f34) (16). Researchers interested in using individual-level data to replicate our results should contact the Behavior Change for Good Initiative at the University of Pennsylvania (bcfg@wharton.upenn.edu) and must sign a standard medical data nondisclosure agreement to access the data on a protected medical server.
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